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PRAGMATIC SKILLS FOR PROFESSIONALS SERIES: 

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO BE A BUSINESS PARTNER? 
 

 

My name is Murray Hiebert. I am the author of a bestselling book and workshop called Powerful Professionals: 

Leveraging Your Expertise with Clients. Along with a number of associates, we have presented over 1,000 

workshops around the world to over 14,000 professionals like you. With a workshop survey, we have gathered 

information from about 60,000 users of your expertise. We know the practical skills that will help you be 

successful as a professional. 
 

 

What does take to be a “Business Partner?” 
 

The business world is filled with jargon and fads. A current phrase heard frequently these days is: “You need to 

be a business partner!” Although one can quickly dismiss a “fad,” every one contains a core of enduring truth. 

For example, Management by Objectives (MBO) was a big deal some years ago. One doesn‟t hear too much 

about it now, but the “grain of truth” for MBO still endures in Goal Setting which is based in the maxim “think of 

the big picture and what you want to accomplish before your get into the details.” The ancient Egyptians didn‟t 

have thousands of huge stones dragged onto the Plain of Giza where someone asked “What should we build now 

that we have these stones?”  
 

What is the “core of truth” about Business Partner? In plain language: “In the area of my professional 

competence, I want to be treated as a valued person who, like line people, is seen as contributing to the success of 

our business unit and organization. I don‟t want to be treated like an „order taker‟ or “gofer;” I want to have my 

ideas and contribution valued around here.” As with our pyramid example, this yearning is ancient and will 

endure. Professionals will always want to be treated as reasonable equals when it comes to issues within their 

professional area and competence. We have worked with every professional group one can think of in 

organizations big and small, Fortune 500 and not-for-profit, etc.—the need to be valued and credible is pervasive. 

 

Business Partners Think “Outside in” 
 

Before I get to specifics, Business Partners have a different perspective from regular, good professionals. For 

example, I start workshops with professionals by asking the question “What is the biggest challenge you face in 

your job today?” Most answers fall into three categories: 

 Management— “They don‟t understand our profession; they don‟t know what we can offer; they don‟t 

invite us to meetings; they think of us too late; no buy-in; lack of commitment,” etc. 

 Personal demands of the job— managing personal or group time and priorities; too much to do; too few 

resources; keeping up professionally; complex stakeholders, etc. 

 Doing a professional job better— better project management skills; better systems, better planning; etc. 

plus specific professional issues, for example in HR, better succession planning; in IT, better systems 

development; etc.  
 

What‟s wrong with that, you might ask? A lot, if you want to be a better Business Partner. A Business Partner 

would answer that “biggest challenge” question from a wider, organizational perspective: 

 What are the business needs of this organization and how can we help with them? 

 The old chestnut: “What challenges are keeping our managers awake at night?” 

 What are the customers of our organizations expecting these days? 
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 What is the direction of my organization and internal clients? How can I contribute to this direction? 

 What are the professional priorities and issues that flow from our organizational direction and issues? 
 

A pithy way of understanding the difference is: 
 

 Typical, good professionals look at their role from the “Inside Out” — how come others don‟t understand 

me and how to make good use of my expertise? How come they don‟t let me just do good professional 

work around here? 
 

 Business Partners look at their role from the “Outside In” — they look at the needs of the organization 

and managers before their professional needs. What‟s happening outside our group that I can contribute 

to?  
 

I don‟t deny individual professional needs exist and are real. They might keep you awake at night! My 

perspective: If you need more resources, more support, more understanding, more skills, etc., the best way to get 

them is to describe them as business needs. And if you don‟t get the extra resources, etc., business needs will help 

you negotiate priorities with your clients against business needs. 

 

Business Partnering—A couple of specifics. 
 

As you read more of these articles, even if I don‟t mention Business Partnering, you will find a consistent 

message that underlies the “Outside In” perspective. In this brief article we will present some basics of business 

partnering, many of which we will subsequently flesh out in detail in other articles in this series. Let‟s start with 

2 basics: 
 

 You need to take responsibility for how you are treated by line managers. In our skill development 

workshops we ask the question “How many of your managers and users of your expertise have ever taken 

a workshop or read an article entitled „How to make good use of professional expertise?” Of course the 

answer is usually zero. Our maxim is “You not only need to be an expert in what you do, you need to be 

an expert in how you deliver your expertise.” 
 

 To become a business partner you need to make explicit the business need. By nature, most managers 

present solutions or fixes, not the problem — for example, “Find us a business partnering workshop” 

“Find us a software package” or “Prepare a brochure” or “Recruit 2 more scientists for our R&D group.” 

By training and disposition, most professionals are solution seekers, looking for comfortable professional 

deliverables, rather than problem seekers, seeking first to understand the often more challenging and 

complex business needs. Before our skill development workshops, we ask each participant to prepare a 

“business challenge” for the session. It is fair to say over 90% of these “business” challenges are actually 

professional deliverables. For example “prepare a succession plan” is an HR deliverable, not a business 

need. How can one be a business partner when the HR professional uses “HR talk” instead of “business 

talk?” 
 

These are but 2 of the basic skills of a business partner. There are more! 

 

Why Start with the Business Need, Not the Professional Deliverable? 
 

Managers are busy people. One recent study states that the average American manager spends about 3 minutes on 

the average issue. One characteristic of busy people is the need to “get to the point.” Most professionals know the 

frustration of a manager who asks a Training Advisor to “Find a workshop for us.” rather than deal with the more 

challenging “Help me improve my team‟s results.”  
 

Strangely enough, focusing on the solution/action, not the need, also is comforting for many professionals. It is 

much easier to start a search for a workshop than to help the manager understand and diagnose the often all too 

messy human issues of team results and performance, perhaps even including the dysfunctional behavior of the 

manager! Of course, the low risk route of finding a workshop is also low reward—and certainly not the route to 
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being seen as a business partner who is unwilling or unable to dig below the expressed solution to the underlying 

need. 
 

You can‟t become a business partner if you can‟t ferret out the underlying business need. The benefits of getting 

at the business need are: 

• Business managers “own” the business need, not necessarily the professional deliverable. 

• A statement of the business need is also a statement of value-add. 

• An explicit statement of the business need sets up any change as part of running a successful business 

rather than imposing a professional process. 

• Managers will tend to see you more as “part of the team,”— a “Business Partner”— less as a staff 

person. “Business Partners” are valued, while staff are “overhead” or “G & A” or considered for 

outsourcing. 

 
In our workshops, many participants find it difficult to search for the business need and summarizing it before 

stating the professional deliverable. Most professionals, like their managers, implicitly want to jump to action. If 

you want to be a Business Partner, you must think from the Outside In and ask questions for you and your client 

to get to the business need. How can you be considered a Business Partner unless you start from business needs? 

Don‟t “mind your business,” but “mine your business.” 

 

 

 
Related articles: 

 Using a Consulting Model to Manage an Assignment 

 Step 1: Exploring the Need 

 Asking Powerful Questions to Set Up Powerful Roles 

 Airline Crashes and Consulting 

 What is an Internal Consultant? (aka Business Partner) 

 Business Need or Professional Deliverable? 

 What Clients Value from Professionals 

 

 


